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We are extremely pleased to announce the official merger of 

Relevate and DataMentors. By combining our strengths as front 

runners in the data industry we are poised to take our place as 

the leading Data-as-a-Service provider, and we couldn’t have 

asked for a better team to forge ahead in our journey. Over the 

coming months we know there will be some changes and  

growing pains, but we assure you that this partnership will yield 

fantastic returns and ultimately pave the way for a more  

promising future for us all. With this welcome packet we tried 

to include as much information as possible, but there will still be 

questions that we may have missed. We encourage you to reach 

out with any concerns you may have that are not addressed in 

this guide.
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At the end of the day, we want to say THANK 

YOU. Thank you for your patience, your trust, and 

your unending commitment to providing quality 

service to our clients. We are extremely excited 

about the opportunities that lie before us, and are  

grateful to have the support of such a talented 

team of individuals. Here’s to the future.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The combined company will operate under the leadership of Bob Orf as Chief Executive 

Officer, Anders Ekman as President, Steve Rao as Chief Operating Officer, and Damon Horst 

as Chief Information Officer. Peg Kuman will also remain in her role as Vice Chairman. We 

believe our new management structure is the best of both worlds and builds on our mutual 

strengths. 

There will also be some additional realignment of company structure, but for the majority 

of employees your direct supervisor will not change. Your manager will communicate any 

changes that will directly impact you. We recognize that each of you play an important role 

as we move forward and we are committed to maintaining a workplace that continues to be 

employee-focused. For a complete view of the leadership team, refer to the chart below. 

Bob Orf
CEO

Anders Ekman
President

Steve Rao 
COO

Damon Horst
CIO

Linda 
Chiodo

VP, Finance & 

Controller

David 
Brinkley
VP, Business

Intelligence & 

Technical 

Consulting

Andy 
Pappas

VP, Database 

Marketing &

 Analytics 

Scott 
Selvia

VP, Systems  

& Development

Larry 
Webb

VP, Production

Jennifer 
Williams
VP, Technical 

Services

Kelly
Idol

SVP, Sales

Jim 
Champlin

SVP, Client 

Services
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FAQ
We know that any change can be difficult, so we compiled some of the more 
common questions presented during a merger. If your concerns are not 
addressed in this list, we encourage you to go to your supervisor with your 
questions. 

Company Information

1. Why did you decide to keep the name DataMentors?

After much consideration, it was decided that DataMentors is a purpose driven explanation of 

what we do, as well as an encompassing description of our entire solutions suite. We place great 

value in the established brand equity of the Relevate name, and because of this the Relevate 

brand will be prominently featured in our suite of data solutions. Of course, given Relevate Auto’s 

success and prominence in the marketplace, it will be maintained as a separate line of business, as 

it has been, with its current website RelevateAuto.com. 

As a reflection of our evolution as the leading Data-as-a-Service provider, we are launching a new 

logo and branding (which you see in this packet) that showcases our commitment to continued 

innovation. Over the next few months our internal and external communications will transition to 

the new branding and logo, and the final shift will be the unveiling of our new website. Below is a 

sample of how our new identity, data, and technology solutions will be branded. 

2. What are the addresses and phone numbers for our locations?

Tampa, FL 
2319-104 Oak Myrtle Lane
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544
813-960-7800

Springfield, VA
6883 Commercial Drive
Springfield, VA 22159
703-658-8300 

Chicago, IL
One E. Oak Hill Drive, Suite 301
Westmont, IL 60559
630-654-4400

Technology Branding Data Branding
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3. What is our company’s value proposition? 

Our combined company will build on its position as the industry’s leading Data-as-a-Service 

(DaaS) provider. Our value proposition is that we are a DaaS solutions company that helps 

businesses grow through customer acquisition, retention, and identification of new up-sell and 

cross-sell opportunities.

The products and services we offer will be those our clients know and trust. The combined 

strengths of our companies, as shown in the diagram below, will allow us to provide an even wider 

array of services and robust data solutions to drive more ROI, profitability, and market share.

For more information on the background of both companies and the merger refer to the press 

release on pages 5-6. 

4. What do I tell my clients?

We want to assure our clients that the products they know and trust will not be changing and we 

will be operating under the premise of “business as usual.” This merger simply allows us to extend 

our service offering with new capabilities to help them further increase revenue and maximize ROI. 

Senior management will be reaching out to clients over the next few days, and a comprehensive 

communications plan is in place as we move forward. 

 

Analytics 
to optimize 

performance 

Data to drive 
performance

Technology 
to enable 

performance
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PRESS RELEASE

DataMentors and Relevate Merge to Form Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) Powerhouse
 

TAMPA, FL – July, 2015 - DataMentors (www.datamentors.com), a provider of data quality and integration, busi-
ness intelligence and Data-as-a-Service, announced that it has completed its merger with marketing data and services 
provider Relevate (www.relevategroup.com). Equity financing was led by Brook Venture Partners with co-investors 
Bay Capital of Providence, RI and Spring Capital Partners of Baltimore, MD. With the close of this merger, Data-
Mentors and Relevate form the industry’s leading provider of Data-as-a-Service (DaaS).  

The combined company will transition to the name DataMentors over the next few months under the leadership of 
Bob Orf as Chief Executive Officer and Anders Ekman as President, and will be joined by former Relevate CEO 
Steve Rao, who will be Chief Operating Officer. Current Relevate Vice Chair Peg Kuman will remain with the 
company in her senior advisory role.  The Relevate brand will be a prominent part of the combined company, and its 
portfolio of leading data solutions will be featured as a key part of the company’s offering. Senior Relevate manag-
ers will play important leadership roles going forward.

“DaaS, which is completely changing the game for marketers today, is a revolutionary new way of delivering 
in-market customers and prospects to a company’s channel systems or marketing programs in real-time,” said CEO 
Bob Orf. “It’s thrilling to be able to lead the charge by combining the strengths of two best-in-breed companies to 
provide marketers with a truly unique and unfair competitive advantage.” 

Since DataMentors’ founding in 1999, the company has achieved a long-standing reputation of providing lead-
ing-edge marketing technology to help companies drive innovation and growth. The company has been consistently 
recognized by Gartner for excellence in data quality, and further enhanced its position through an investment led 
by Brook Venture Partners in February, 2014. Relevate was introduced in 2010 to combine the data products and 
services of Telematch (founded in 1978) and Phoenix Data Processing (founded in 1982) under a single brand. 
Relevate provides leading marketing data and analytic services to help marketers make better marketing decisions 
and yield better outcomes. Its breadth of services covers new customer acquisition, data enhancement and customer 
growth and retention services. Relevate also operates Relevate Auto, a business unit seeing extraordinary growth in 
providing the automotive industry targeted data services to help market more effectively with thorough accuracy and 
precision, and which is powered by its leading vehicle database.

“Companies today are challenged to find actionable insights and real-time intelligence from ever-increasing sets of 
growing data,” said Ned Williams, Chairman of the Board and partner at Brook Venture. “Both DataMentors and 
Relevate understand that the ability to transform data into revenue is vitally important to stay competitive, and have 
joined forces to provide a powerhouse of solutions that leverage the modern data ecosystem and real-time data ana-
lytics to create a customized, always-on dataset of consumers where purchase is imminent.” 

According to Steve Rao, DataMentors’ newly appointed COO, “Integrating Relevate’s data and services with

FAQ: COMPANY INFORMATION
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DataMentors and Relevate Merge to Form Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) Powerhouse

DataMentors’ technology and suite of services creates a powerful solution to help marketers present the right offer, 
to the right customer, at the right time with an emphasis on employing real-time data services to impact real-time 
outcomes. We are very excited by the quality and innovation of DataMentors’ product and service offerings and 
for the unique opportunity to leverage the complementary strengths of our two companies. While the current port-
folio of Relevate products and services will continue to be those our clients know and trust, we are excited to be 
able to extend our client’s success with one of the broadest and most robust set of DaaS solutions in the industry.”

DaaS leverages the modern “marketplace model” of data access to deliver clients unique and hard to find data that 
drives new levels of marketing ROI. DataMentors’ DaaS offering is made stronger via the integration of Rele-
vate’s market leading data products: 
• Relevate Auto: Includes the leading vehicle ownership information on more than 188 million cars,   
 trucks and SUVs, including make/model/year, and is enhanced with deep consumer demographics and  
 propensity models.
• Relevate Mover: Includes data on new movers, a rolling one year database of more than 25 million new  
 movers and new homeowners, enhanced with consumer demographics
• Relevate Email: A high-quality, permission-based national file with over 198 million unique email   
 addresses. 
• Relevate Phone (formerly Telematch): A robust database of more than 280 million listings, including  
 cell phone, wireless, cable and VoIP residential listing with complete names and current postal addresses

“We are extremely pleased to partner with Relevate as we push forward to bring new exciting opportunities to help 
companies grow with technology and data,” said DataMentors President Anders Ekman. “This partnership will 
pave the future for our combined company to continue to flourish as the leading Data-as-a-Service provider, and 
ultimately lead to more marketing ROI for our clients.” 

About DataMentors, LLC
DataMentors is a Data-as-a-Service provider, helping some of the world’s most prominent brands achieve growth with highly robust mar-
keting data, technology, and analytics solutions. Our solutions leverage the modern data ecosystem and real-time data analytics to create a 
customized “always on” dataset of consumers where purchase is imminent. Recognized by Gartner for data quality for the past eight years, we 
provide the most powerful and comprehensive marketing data technology solutions in the industry.  For more information, visit www.datamen-
tors.com. 

About Relevate
For over 36 years Relevate has provided some of the world’s most prominent brands with highly robust data solutions and data-management 
services. Equipped with a world-class team of consumer and business data experts, we don’t just collect data, we analyze and interpret data 
to give you the most powerful and comprehensive data solutions in the data industry. We are experts at turning data into actionable marketing 
solutions for your business and clients. For more information, visit www.relevategroup.com. 

###

PRESS RELEASE (CONT.)
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Products & Solutions

1. What exactly is Data-as-a-Service?

In essence, Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) is a game-changing process that leverages the modern data 

ecosystem, technology, and analytics to create a customized “always on” dataset of consumers 

where purchase is imminent. 

 

DaaS combines a company’s first-party CRM data with real-time triggers and Hard-to-Find-Data 

(HTFD) sources to deliver better targeting and a stream of in-market consumers. The result is 

more effective, and ultimately lower, media spend per conversion, a more efficient funnel, and 

better marketing ROI. Combining the DataMentors and Relevate portfolios of products and 

services, as seen in the diagram below, gives us a substantial competitive advantage in the DaaS 

industry.

While this merger brings expanded opportunities for our clients, the products our clients know 

and trust will not be changing and we will be operating under the premise of “business as usual.” 

DaaS is simply a new way to describe the synergies created between our two companies and 

how together we can better serve the marketplace. Over the next few months, we will share more 

information about the new opportunities DaaS represents.

In the interim, for a great overview on DaaS, watch our webinar presented by Anders Ekman and 

Board Member Dr. Charles Stryker. It can be found online at: https://vimeo.com/131006646 

FAQ: PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Data-as-a-ServiceDATA SOLUTIONS

Relevate Family of 
Data Solutions

Custom Data 
Solutions

ENABLING TECHNOLOGY

DataFuse:
Data Integration 

& Quality

PinPoint: 
Business

Intelligence

Real Time 
Services

Smart Select:
Data Access 

Platform

ANALYTICS

Custom 
Analytics

Tableau 
Dashboards

Product 
Analytics 

Data-as-a-Service
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2. Which industries do we support and most frequently do business with?

While our solutions are geared toward a broad range of industries, these are the industries we are 

most heavily focused on:

 

We also have an established presence with data companies and agencies and will continue to 

support them as we always have.  

3. What products and services do we offer our clients?

It’s important to note and communicate with your clients that the products, services, and pricing 

we currently offer will NOT CHANGE. We are simply combining our solutions into an integrated 

offering under one company. Here is a list of our solutions:

Marketing Data Solutions

Relevate Auto
Relevate Auto offers solutions for the entire automotive value chain including sales, finance, insurance, 
warranty, marketing, and after-market. Leads are multi-sourced from verified consumer transactions 
and pulled from a data file of 180MM Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) populated 100% with Make, 
Model, and Year. The Relevate Auto file is fully compliant with privacy laws, which makes it ideal 
for auto insurance, warranty, retail, and services companies’ acquisition and retention campaigns. 
Additionally, all leads undergo extensive quality verifications and are certified valid for marketing 
purposes and the file is updated daily and rebuilt monthly. 

Business Data
The company’s business data is the most accurate source available for business to business sales leads, 
mailing lists, telemarketing lists, and email lists, or to enhance clients’ current customer database. It 
accesses data from over 23MM contacts and 15 MM U.S. businesses. Every business is telephone verified 
annually and updated from Yellow Page directories, company websites, and over 20 other primary 
sources to provide the most accurate database in the industry.

Consumer Data
Accurate, high quality data can boost sales and increase customer lifetime value. Our consumer data 
offers high quality consumer data, prospect information, specialty data and behavior models to target 
customers and prospects, enhance sales efforts, and develop successful multi-channel marketing 
campaigns. This is the most accurate information resource with the broadest coverage available. It 
accesses multiple consumer data files with over 250MM consumers, 50 MM individuals with shopping 
behavior and lifestyle categories, and 100MM identified mail order buyers and responders.

Relevate Email
Relevate Email Append and Validation solutions develop and maintain a valuable marketing 
communication channel for cross-selling, up-selling, and retention. 

Relevate Email Append compares client files to a database of over 283 million verified records to 
append email addresses  to a postal addresses, and vice versa. The result is a clean and validated list of 
email addresses or DPV coded postal addresses delivered to the client. 

Relevate Email Validation compares email addresses to the database to flag potential undeliverable 
addresses, autocorrect syntactical errors, and identify spam traps, complainers, and more. This provides 
the client a clean and validated list of email addresses.

Automotive

Financial Services/Insurance

Manufacturing

Retail

Healthcare

Utilities
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FAQ: PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Relevate Mover & Pre-Mover
As the leader in new mover identification, this solution turns movers into customers. It identifies people 
about to move or flags customer files so clients can meet consumer needs before, during, and after a 
move. Data is built from daily data feeds and records undergo extensive address 
hygiene resulting in the most deliverable dataset on the market. 

Relevate Telematch
Telematch pioneered computerized phone appending. With the best process in the business, Relevate 
Telematch offers clients access to the most current listings available on the market today, including 
both residential and business leads. The data is sourced from over 200 telephone companies 
nationwide, includes 260MM records, and is updated daily with an average of 106,000 new connect 
listings.

Enabling Technology

Data Quality
DataMentors’ data quality and integration solution, DataFuse has been recognized in the highly 
competitive Gartner Magic Quadrant for data quality excellence for the past eight years. DataFuse 
integrates any number of data sources residing in varying formats and multiple silos to create a 
comprehensive, 360-degree customer view. Key capabilities include real-time or batch integration; 
standardization of name, address and product information; matching and linking data across multiple 
fields; robust geo-coding; and data appending with demographics, firmographics, lifestyle codes and 
behavior models. 

DataFuseSF
DataFuseSF is a new data enhancement application for Salesforce. Geared towards marketers and sales 
professionals, DataFuseSF provides an easy-to-use interface to clean, add, and append CRM Salesforce 
data. Users can add new data by searching DataMentors’ business database, clean their SalesForce 
data by running the standardization and geo-coding routine, or append data with a variety of inputs 
including: phone numbers, company names, addresses and more.

Email Deployment
Our cost-effective email deployment system offers capabilities including: full support, professional 
design, implementation, and comprehensive database analytics. Users can perform A/B split testing, 
segment lists based on behavior or preference data, analyze campaign results in  
real-time, and send triggered or event-driven email campaigns. Email campaign data can also be 
integrated into a marketing database for further analysis, profiling, segmentation and additional 
communications.

Business Intelligence
DataMentors’ robust business intelligence solution, PinPoint, empowers companies to quickly analyze 
data for highly-targeted marketing decisions. Designed with the business user in mind, clients can easily 
access their data and create reports for near real-time insights. Features of PinPoint include data mining 
and analysis, easier marketing segmentation, data visualization abilities, marketing program reporting 
and predictive modeling insights. PinPoint and Relevate’s R-Target are in fact the same solution, and will 
be combined under the PinPoint name. 
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HR Policies and Day-to-Day Operations

1. Will my responsibilities change?

There will be some shifting of day-to-day responsibilities to streamline efficiencies and fully 

support our expanded product and solutions suite. Your manager will communicate with you 

directly if your responsibilities will change.

2. What are our normal business hours?

Our business hours are Monday-Friday, 8:30am - 5:30pm, EST. However, your manager will 

determine your work schedule and make any revisions as necessary.

3. Will my email address change? Many of my contacts have my current email address – will I still 

be able to use that? 

A DataMentors email address will be assigned to each of our new Relevate team members after 90 

days. You will receive more information on the details of the transition at that time. 

Analytics

Product Analytics
As we continue our focus on providing data-driven solutions, the value our clients get will be not only 
our great data, but the intelligence behind it. While we have been building predictive models and other 
analyses into our data products for years, we have identified the opportunity to take more credit in the 
marketplace for what we do. Analytics will take a more prominent role in all of our solutions, and will be 
a key differentiator for us in the marketplace.

Custom Analytics
Both companies have grown client relationships by using custom analytics. This work almost always 
changes our role from “vendor” to “partner” as we demonstrate to clients how well their customer and 
marketing investments are performing and they can get more value out of their data. Examples of our 
custom analytics work are:

Tableau Integrated Marketing Dashboards
DataMentors’ Marketing Dashboards empower users with affordable, real-time access to  
critical marketing and business performance metrics. This product complements our analytics 
capabilities, enabling clients to democratize data across the organization. Users can visualize KPI’s in 
a variety of customizable charts and graphs to strategically monitor metrics such as: sales trending, 
product cross-sell, new customers, or sales by product category. 

• Customer segmentation: This helps to identify our clients’ best customers, and those who 
they should be investing more in. Segmentations are foundational business tools, and can 
inform marketing, customer experience, and overall company investments 

• Predictive models: Predictive models are valuable tools to do as the name suggests—predict 
what will happen. The volume, velocity and variety of data being used in marketing today 
requires that marketers understand what impact their data decisions will have, and our 
predictive modeling provides the roadmap to better decisions 

• Program analytics: Because data is so critical to our clients’ marketing efforts, increasingly we 
are being asked to analyze the impact of data on their multichannel programs—and with the 
growth of automated marketing, data is the key differentiator in marketing success
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Paydays

All employees are paid biweekly on every other Friday. Each paycheck includes pay for all work 

performed through the end of the previous payroll period. If a payday falls on a holiday or week-

end, employees will be paid on the first work day before that payday. 

DataMentors has a direct deposit program. Direct deposit means that we will deposit your pay 

directly into your bank account if you authorize it. On paydays, instead of a check, you will receive 

a statement explaining how much you were paid and all the details.

Employee Benefits

The following summary outlines DataMentors’ benefit programs available to eligible employees:

401(k) Profit Sharing Plan

DataMentors offers a 401(k) plan to help eligible employees save for the future and their 

retirement years. DataMentors may review its Safe Harbor matching contribution policy on an 

annual basis. All employees will receive written notification prior to any changes made to this 

benefit.

To be eligible to participate in the 401(k) plan, you must be at least 21 years of age and a full-time 

(worked 1,000 hours) DataMentors (or Relevate) employee for 9 full months.  Employees are 

eligible to participate in the Plan on the first of the month following 9 full months of employment.  

However, new employees may rollover existing funds upon joining the DataMentors team.

You may elect to contribute to the Plan on a percentage or a dollar amount basis of each payroll. 

You will also select how your contributions should be invested.

Employees have the option of selecting pretax or post-tax deferrals when participating in the 401k 

Plan.  For more details about our 401(k) Plan, please refer to our 401k Summary Plan Description 

or contact the Human Resources Department.

• 401(k) Savings Plan – CUNA Mutual (Company will match 100% of the first 3% and 50% 

of the next 2% contributed by the employee).  

• Health Insurance - (Blue Cross Blue Shield) HMO (Florida location only) PPO & 2 HDHPs/

HSA to choose from (a portion of which is subsidized by Company).

• Optional Flexible Spending Account (FSA): Employees may elect to open an FSA with 

their health care coverage.

• Dental coverage (MetLife PPO) Company pays 100% of employee portion.

• Vision Care Insurance (Advantica) 

• Short and Long Term Disability (Company paid)

• Life Insurance (Company paid) and Optional Life 

• Holidays (6)

• Paid Time Off (PTO) 

• Bereavement

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
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Health Insurance

Our insurance plans offer medical, dental, vision care, disability, and life insurance benefits to 

eligible employees and their dependents. Employees in the following employment classifications 

are eligible to enroll in the health insurance plan:

 • Regular full-time employees 

 • Regular part-time employees (over 30 hrs per week)

The eligible employees can enroll in the insurance plans subject to the terms and conditions of the 

agreement between DataMentors and its insurance carriers. 

If you are enrolled in the insurance plan and change to an employment classification that would 

make you no longer eligible, you may be able to continue your health care benefits under the 

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). See the Benefits Continuation 

(COBRA) Policy in this handbook for more information.

More information about DataMentors’ health, dental, vision, and disability, insurance plans will be 

discussed in detail at an upcoming meeting being scheduled at each of our three locations.

Life Insurance

DataMentors offers a basic life insurance plan for eligible employees.

The basic life insurance plan includes Accidental Death and Dismemberment (AD&D) insurance. 

AD&D provides benefits in case an accident causes a serious injury or death.

Employees in the following employment classifications are eligible to enroll in the life insurance 

plan:

 • Regular full-time employees 

 • Regular part-time employees (over 30 hrs per week)

The eligible employees may participate in the life insurance plan subject to the terms and 

conditions of the agreement between DataMentors and its insurance carrier. 

If you have questions about our life insurance plan, contact the Human Resources Department for 

more information.

Holiday Schedule

DataMentors will observe the following holidays:

New Year’s Day

Memorial Day

Independence Day

Labor Day

Thanksgiving Day

Christmas Day
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Paid Time Off (PTO)

The PTO listed below includes Vacation, Sick and Personal Time:

1. When an employee is hired, eligibility for PTO leave is determined by his or her date of hire.  

Employees earn PTO hours daily for each full day of work.

2. Days are calculated as an 8-hour work day and a 40-hour work week.

3. An employee who is eligible for additional PTO based on length of service (that is, after an 

employee’s 6th or 11th anniversary), will have his or her PTO earning rate increased starting with 

their anniversary date.  PTO days shall be calculated in half day increments.

4. All PTO earned by an employee but unused at the end of a calendar year will be forfeited. 

More details about our PTO plan will be provided in our new Employee Handbook.

Bereavement Leave

Employees who need to take time off due to the death of an immediate family member should 

notify their manager immediately.

Up to three (3) days of paid bereavement leave will be provided to all full-time employees.

Bereavement leave will normally be granted unless there are unusual business needs or staffing 

requirement. Employees may, with their manager’s approval, use available PTO for additional time 

off as necessary.

DataMentors defines “immediate family” as 

 

Special consideration will also be given to any other person whose association with the colleague 

was similar to any of the above relationships.

Full Years of Service
Accrued for each 

Bi-Weekly Pay Period Accrued Annually

Hire to 6th Anniversary 136 hours - 17 days 5  hours

6th to 11th Anniversary 184 hours - 23 days 7  hours

11th Anniversary +  224 hours - 28 days 9  hours

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

•the employee’s spouse, parent, child, sibling; 
•the employee’s spouse’s parent, child or sibling; 

•the employee’s child’s spouse 
•grandparents or grandchildren 

We hope this guide has eased any concerns about the transition. If you 

have any further questions please reach out to your supervisor. Once again, 

thank you for your tremendous dedication, team spirit, and commitment 

to excellence. We would not be in this position today were it not for your 

incredible contributions.




